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“it were bus rapid transit, with level boarding, pre-
payment, predictable intervals, and exclusive lanes.” — Erica, 

Jamaica Plain, MA

“it didn’t make me wait in the cold weather.” — Tom, Revere, MA

“the schedule was posted at all bus stops, and was still 
legible.  Not all of us have apps…” — Liz, Cambridge, MA

“everyone could pay before boarding on busy lines like the 
1 or the Silver Line...” — Alice, Charlestown, MA

“it ran more frequently, especially during non-peak hours.” 
— Amy, Brighton, MA

“if I knew how long it would be until the next bus. “ — Vienna, 

Dorchester, MA

“it were frequent enough to just walk up, it ran faster than 
car traffic at rush hour, and drivers operated the buses 
more smoothly.” — Alexander, Somerville, MA

“the bus had it’s own lane, or a lane shared with taxis and 
cyclists, removed from general traffic.” — Paul, Roxbury Crossing, MA

“it got me across town faster...” — J, East Boston, MA

get to the bus

visit livablestreets.info/transitpriority to learn more

I would take the bus more often if...
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"it was more frequent and within 1/2mile of where I live" — Sonali, Acton, MA 

"ran more frequently and reliably" — Matthew, Allston, MA 

"was as fast, flexible, convenient, and dependable as my bicycle" — Harry, Allston, MA 

"they didn't bunch together and leave 15-40 minute gaps in service during rush hour. " — 
Brynna, Allston, MA 

"1. It got me to my destination faster 2. It was quieter 3. It was less crowded" — Christopher, 
Allston, MA 

"I didn't need to wait for it.  I was the only one riding it.  Bus didn't stop for lights. Bus was a non-
stop trip to my destination.   I want TransitX to replace our buses and trains. " — Mike, Allston, 
MA 

"It had its own travel lane - ensuring reliability and speed." — Anna, Allston, MA 

"it were faster. A lot of time could be saved by paying fare prior to getting on (or using a system 
where passengers pay on board but not at the door...in a lot of cities abroad you pay at a 
machine at the stop or on the bus and then get a receipt...random checks with steep fines help 
ensure compliance). It would be great if traffic lights favored approaching buses" — Philip, 
Allston, MA 

"it came more frequently and was reliable." — Marcy, Allston, MA 

"if it took less time than it does, had better temperature control." — Peter, Allston, MA 

"it ran more often - a bus that zooms past your stop several times a week because it's too 
packed (MBTA 86) is not reliable transportation" — Marianna, Allston, MA 

"the bus schedules were more reliable, and buses were less [over]crowded when/ if they 
arrived. " — M, Allston, MA 

"it ran more frequently." — Lauren, Allston, MA 

"it came more frequently, was more reliable, and offered more routes that don't require multiple 
connections." — Sarah, Allston, MA 

"it would not have so many stops that slow it down to a crawl." — Mike, Allston, MA 

"Buses had their own lanes so they wouldn't get stuck in car traffic." — Stefanie, Allston, MA 

"service was more frequent (#66), esp outside of rush hour, mainly in the evening." — brent, 
Allston, MA 

"Had bus shelters to avoid scorching hot/rainy/freezing weather ... had dedicated bus travel 
lanes on the road during rush hour so the #77 didn't crawl into Cambridge (take out street 
parking during morning rush hour for bus/bike lanes) ... RAN ON TIME!" — J, Arlington, MA 

"...the traffic in Boston weren't so bad!" — Alice, Arlington, MA 

"Riding them got you to work quickly during rush hour. More bus-only (bus and bicycle?) lanes 
needed during rush hour!" — janice, Arlington, MA 
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"It came on time most of the time." — Joe, Arlington, MA 

"It actually came when it said it would reliably. Instead of one bus every ten minutes, we wait for 
half an hour and see three at once. When you ask the drivers or the starters why, they just say 
"traffic". We know that is not true. Don't lie to us. Figure out how long it really takes to get a bus 
down the route, put that on the schedule, and then stick to the schedule." — R, Arlington, MA 

"there was more lane/signal or other priority for large occupancy vehicles on our streets. Getting 
on a bus to then sit in traffic with everyone else doesn't make sense (my primary bus lines are 
77, 87, 88, 89, 1, 66, and CT2)." — Scott, Arlington, MA 

"if it were pleasant, comfortable and reliable. It's usually quite frustrating, crowded or 
unpredictable." — Michele, Arlington, MA 

"there was a bus from home (East Arlington) directly to work (Belmont Center). Right now it's 
faster to walk!" — janice, Arlington, MA 

"It was more reliable" — Arthur, Arlington, MA 

"...buses kept to a schedule, and went where I wanted. As it is, walking is more reliable and 
often not much slower, and biking is much faster. And--despite the incessant car noise and 
exhaust and risk of being run down--self-powered transportation is still healthier for body and 
mind.  Back when I owned a car, I would take the bus instead if the bus were almost as fast and 
parking were difficult.  Everything you do to make driving easier makes the alternatives less 
appealing, and vice versa. The question is: what, as a society, do we want? Health, cleanliness, 
sustainability, efficiency, low cost...? Or status quo?" — Benjamin, Auburn, MA 

"it were more frequent and came closer to where I lived." — Sonja, Auburndale, MA 

"it ran on a schedule AND it was reliable." — J, Back Bay, MA 

"...they came more often and went to more destinations and to scheduled connections..." — 
Byron, Back Bay, MA 

"If  frequency and regularity was increased if there was priority signalization and bus lanes 
making it a fast and efficient form of transportation if they had prepaid boarding [efficiency 
again] if the drivers didn't gun the engine and slam on the brakes so extremely... making for an 
uncomfortable ride." — Nina, Back Bay, MA 

"First, if it weren't always so crowded (absolutely packed to the gills). Second, if it came reliably 
every five minutes. Third, if it drove in a dedicated bus lane that made it run more quickly than 
the cars surrounding it." — Steve, Back Bay, MA 

"I knew how soon my bus would arrive and if Charlie cards weren't so clunky." — joel, Beacon 
Hill, MA 

"buses were more frequent and reliable." — Xavid, Belmont, MA 

"it came more often or more at the times it does come (often not enough room!). " — Kate, 
Belmont, MA 

"It was consistently on time---within like 90 seconds of the schedule. If it came more often. If it 
got an exclusive lane through stretches where there is frequently very heavy traffic. " — Peter, 
Belmont, MA 

"it was free and ran more often later in the morning" — Kerri, Belmont, MA 
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"I take the bus to work every weekday already, although the off-peak schedule is NOT 
compatible with flexible hours. In fact, proximity to the bus or train is a top consideration 
whenever we move to a new house/apartment. When would I use it more? Perhaps if it were 
easier to lug groceries or sports equipment on board. My bus route is extremely crowded, so 
carrying stuff is hard. Also, I feel fortunate that my stop is only mid-way through the bus route. It 
fills up by the time it gets to me, and would-be riders have to watch us fly by. And finally, 
Boston's MBTA infrastructure is falling to pieces. I get alerts daily about signal failures, broken 
down buses, broken down trains, etc. As commuters, we definitely feel like we're living on the 
edge!" — Jenny, Belmont, MA 

"It ran more frequently, was more reliable, and didn't randomly skip my stop while I'm waiting for 
a bus. " — Emily, Brighton, MA 

"it ran more frequently, especially during non-peak hours." — Amy, Brighton, MA 

"it went more places, more frequently. Today taking an UBER is far more convenient, and 
usually wins the cost of time tradeoff for my family." — Chris, Brighton, MA 

"it ran more reliably or had more frequent schedules on certain bus lines. When I lived in West 
Roxbury, the 51 bus ran once every 1/2 hour for the most part during rush hour but only once an 
hour at other times. Unless you time it right, you end up with an interminable wait. I now live in 
JP and the other day I waited over 30 minutes for a 39 bus. I ended up sharing a cab with 
someone else who was going in my same general direction (otherwise would have been late for 
work). This is totally unacceptable at 7:15am on a weekday! Over the summer, I was on the 39 
bus when the bus driver stopped it at the stop by the VA Hospital and exited the bus. She did 
not communicate with the 20+ riders, but about 5 minutes later a T tow truck arrived. By that 
time, 2 other 39 buses had passed us. Poor driver communication and lack of courtesy here." — 
Jo-Anne, Brookline, MA 

"they weren't so crowded and slow." — Scott, Brookline, MA 

"convenient buses ran more often." — Cynthia, Brookline, MA 

"it would run more reliably " — Mieke, Brookline, MA 

"Typically I bike to work, unless it rains or there is snow/ice on the road. In which case I take the 
T. However, I would take the T more often if it was faster and less crowded.  I live next to the D 
line and I work next to the JFK T Station. It takes 35-40 minutes by bike to cover the 6 miles 
distance. It takes longer (50-60 minutes) by MBTA. From my perspective the MBTA rides at 
about 6 miles/hour.  Moreover, some days the T is so crowded that i cannot even hold a book 
because people are squeezed body to body against me, with all related public health hazards 
and discomfort. I doubt that animal transportation regulations would allow such conditions for 
animals. But we do for humans. Strange.  " — alberto, Brookline, MA 

"There were reminders that people should exit from the back of the bus so that others can board 
from the front......  The Silver Line could use the shortcut ramp to access the Ted Williams 
Tunnel. " — Chris, Brookline, MA 

"it came more regularly and if it went where I'm going, without having to transfer to another bus 
or train. " — Anne, Brookline, MA 

"1. It was more punctual. 2. It weren't so crowded." — Sibyl, Brookline, MA 

"I could rely on the schedule.  They seem to come in twos after very looooooong waits." — 
Sharon, Brookline, MA 
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"I could be more certain that there will be room for me on it. otherwise I will walk even though it 
takes longer. " — kate, Brookline, MA 

"â€¦there were at least a place to sit.  How about a *covered* place to sit?  How about a covered 
place, *shielded from the wind* on 3 sides?   On another topic, isn't there a sensible way to 
*express* the first bus when 2 buses on the same route follow each other, stop to stop to stop to 
stop.  Argggghhhhhh!  The T has been known to do it!!  " — Jane, Brookline, MA 

"I could see easily when the next bus arrives.  And if they came more on schedule!" — Greg, 
Brookline, MA 

"The bus ran more often and if I knew it was really going to come on schedule or not on 
schedule when." — Marian, Brookline, MA 

"...if it ran on a reliable schedule and if it ran more frequently. Our closest stop is the beginning 
of the route but buses often are late and one never knows if the scheduled one will actually 
arrive. In addition, they are supposed to leave at a scheduled time but often leave a few minutes 
early, if they are waiting to begin the trip. As a result, you may get to the stop before the 
scheduled departure and see the bus a block down the road. It would be great if stops had 
digital signs announcing when the next bus would arrive-as they do in London and Zurich, for 
instance—but that is wishful thinking. After several years, the signs on the Green Line (D), have 
finally started to function and it is most helpful. As things stand now, walking another 1/2 mile to 
the D line is a more reliable way to travel if the bus isn't actually at the stop. " — Gerald, 
Brookline, MA 

"came more frequently (!!!), on time, and wasn't always so crowded! It sometimes takes longer 
to wait for and take the bus than it does for me to to walk or bike to where I'm going." — Alexis, 
Cambridge, MA 

"ran more frequently and wasn't so crowded that I can't get on for 2 consecutive times that it 
stops" — Brighid, Cambridge, MA 

"Ran more frequently and if there was better wayfinding signage explaining the destinations." — 
Cynthia, Cambridge, MA 

"...were zippier! [have you seen the Lotacao premium mini-busses they have in Brazil? Like a 
fixed-route multi-stop group taxi]" — Grey, Cambridge, MA 

"More poles to hang onto between driver and regular seats. There are so many special foldable 
seats for wheelchIrs and baby carriages that there's nothing for this old lady to hold as the driver 
closes the door and swoops away. I am really scared." — Kathy, Cambridge, MA 

"was more frequent/reliable" — Tom, Cambridge, MA 

"1. There were more buses on all lines, 2. Buses ran more frequently, 3. Buses were monitored 
(by GPS, perhaps so that they would be spaced out as evenly as possible.." — Elena, 
Cambridge, MA 

"If I knew there would be room for me. If I could wait someplace covered or warm. If all buses 
ran as frequently as the T." — Erin, Cambridge, MA 

"ran on time (no clumping); had dedicated lanes; better hours (more frequent); better routes" — 
kimberly, Cambridge, MA 

"it was more predictable/frequent and wasn't completely jam packed" — chris, Cambridge, MA 
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"There was real time bus screens at stops, all buses had bike racks and the full transit map was 
posted inside the bus." — Megan, Cambridge, MA 

"If dedicated lanes or other infrastructure was present that made it so I could be reasonably sure 
that the bus would be on time and get me to my commitments on time! " — Tom, Cambridge, 
MA 

"...two realities aligned: First: The bus and T ran more often, ran more dependably, was a more 
pleasant experience overall. Second: The cost of bus trips were in line with what it costs me to 
get where I am going by car.  I live a 2-minute walk from the nearest bus-to-red line stop.  It 
routinely takes me three times as long, and often four times as long to get downtown on the T 
as it does if I drive.  Furthermore, driving is much less expensive (even when I crunch the 
numbers for fuel, insurance and maintenance/mile, etc. )  Believe me, I have done the math.  
Finally, the T system is broken in many ways and I hate putting money into any system that fails 
to serve our needs efficiently, socially, politely, or cost-effectively.  The T hires rude drivers, 
drivers that do not move into their lanes at stops (they block the through traffic), and too many 
drivers openly compete with cyclists.  I ride bikes an average 12,000 miles a year (99% for 
pleasure) and am amazed at how the T's bus drivers seem to enjoy aggressing cyclists and 
then publicly complaining about cyclists to their fares - I have witnessed this behaviour both as a 
cyclist and a bus passenger.  An all to often classic T driver move is to race a bike, passing the 
cyclist just as the bus reaches the next bus stop and then cut in on the bike, jamming the cyclist, 
forcing him to wait for the off-loading and on-loading of passengers, all the while spewing nasty 
exhaust on the cyclist.  My visitors from Europe and Asia marvel at the stupidity and rudeness.  
Regarding foreigners, riding city buses in places like Sofia, Bulgaria; Bucharest, Romania; 
Bangkok, Thailand; even Bogota, Colombia (see: http://www.streetfilms.org/bus-rapid-transit-
bogota/) trump our public transportation experiences in and around Boston.  But, if you need a 
role model beyond the surprising example offered by Bogota, check out any city bus in Japan, 
Switzerland, Germany, the UK, or Norway.  We can do it.  Where is the political will?" — everett, 
Cambridge, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if the bus dropped off closer to my work. I love to walk but it is 
an issue of time for me to get to and from work in time for meetings and classes. If I walk from 
Harvard station or wait for a transfer closer to work the issue is the same. " — Susan, 
Cambridge, MA 

"they ran as scheduled, and weren't constantly delayed or routes skipped altogether." — 
Lauren, Cambridge, MA 

"it felt faster than walking/biking. I live in Cambridge, and even though there's good bus 
availability to a lot of places I want to go, I'll often walk or bike because the bus doesn't seem to 
save much time over those options, and it certainly costs more. I'll hop on the Red Line 
sometimes to go a few stops if I'm in a rush, because there I can actually make up time and not 
be late to a meeting. I rarely hop on a bus for short-to-medium distances because it doesn't 
seem much better than walking or biking. I'd love to see more express routes, dedicated lanes, 
and signal priority to get speeds up." — Peter, Cambridge, MA 

"I were forced to at gunpoint" — Steve, Cambridge, MA 

"If there were more cross town routes." — Jan, Cambridge, MA 

"bus shelters were more inviting and comfortable." — Mariko, Cambridge, MA 

"came at even headways on the 70/70A!" — Ari, Cambridge, MA 

"took a lot less than 20 minutes to go 1 mile (washington street between rozzie square and 
forest hills)" — d, Cambridge, MA 
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"ran more frequently and on time, felt a bit cleaner/safer especially late at night, ran later into the 
night on weekends, and didn't feel intimidating to put my bike on as needed." — C, Cambridge, 
MA 

"if on a rainy night on Massachusetts Ave, at the somewhat sheltered bus stop, I could know 
when one would be arriving and not having 4 almost empty buses stop at the MBTA stop unable 
to take me to Harvard Sq, and obscure the sight of the #1 bus driver who" — Elie, Cambridge, 
MA 

"Had designated bus lanes and wasn't stuck in traffic all the time" — Jackie, Cambridge, MA 

"stops had electronic signs showing the estimated times of arrival of the next buses at the stop." 
— John, Cambridge, MA 

"moved nimbly through and around traffic on exclusive bus lanes (as in London, for example)." 
— John, Cambridge, MA 

"was sure to come on time" — Laura, Cambridge, MA 

"Ran more frequently. Two of the bus lines near my home that I tend to take most often (#47 & 
#91) tend to run infrequently during the hours I would use them." — Robert, Cambridge, MA 

"went directly from South Station to the Airport, or from the Airport to South Station. What are all 
those useless intermediate stops where nobody ever gets on or off the bus?" — Roy, 
Cambridge, MA 

"was as fast as the T" — susan, Cambridge, MA 

"Had a dedicated bus lane (especially at rush hour) and traffic signal prioritization" — Bruce, 
Cambridge, MA 

"came often, all day and all night, wasn't overcapacity, and got everywhere on time." — John, 
Cambridge, MA 

"system were ran responsibly and adhered to schedules more thoroughly. I still take buses 
when I can, but far far too often I have had my commute and schedule messed up while waiting 
for an incredibly late bus...or a bus that never even comes." — McMillan, Cambridge, MA 

"had dedicated lanes so it didn't get stuck in traffic." — Chris, Cambridge, MA 

"had free wi-fi on the bus!" — Roy, Cambridge, MA 

"I had realtime updates of where the bus was to know how long I'd need to wait for it. " — lydia, 
Cambridge, MA 

"there was room for all of the passengers to sit or stand comfortably.  I'm looking at you, rush 
hour #47 bus." — Jen, Cambridge, MA 

"my Charley card renewal didn't take over 4 weeks and still isn't here. " — Madeline, 
Cambridge, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if the schedule was posted at all bus stops, and was still 
legible.  Not all of us have apps.  On a positive note, when I don't wait for the bus I walk, and 
that  helps me get those 10,000 steps a day." — Liz, Cambridge, MA 

"it would get me there faster than my bicycle does." — Roy, Cambridge, MA 
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"It ran more often (everything but the 66) and/or was less crowded (the 66). It would also be 
nice if the bus could move faster during rush hour, as traffic and bad stop placement currently 
cause them to get outpaced by cyclists, joggers, ambitious butterflies, etc." — Rob, Cambridge, 
MA 

"if I could count on it being efficient!  I cannot be late for work.  There have been too many times 
when I waited for the bus until the last possible minute, it didn't come, and then RAN home to 
get my car in order to be at work on time (then, had to pay for expensive parking).  I would 
LOVE to use transit more often, especially in the winter, but it is too slow and unreliable.  I'm not 
even talking about a bus line to a distant or remote part of town -- the bus I would love to utilize 
is the #1, to get from Central Square to Symphony Hall area, but I cannot allow 60-90 minutes 
for this trip." — Emily, Cambridge, MA 

"it didn't get stuck in so much traffic and take so long! (separate bus lanes?)" — Anonymous, 
Cambridge, MA 

"I did not have a bicycle. But I do have a bicycle as well as a Charlie card. So, I ride my bicycle 
as often as I can. And ride the T, bus and subway, when that mode fills my need. " — Jeanne, 
Cambridge, MA 

"It was more convenient. For me, this means busses would be reliably on time, scheduling and 
route information would be much easier to access (online/at stops and including real-time 
scheduling updates), they would be faster (maybe due to priority lanes), and bus stops would be 
more established.   Right now even driving to the closest subway station (Alewife) feels more 
time efficient. If the bus system was able to increase its frequency, speed and also make 
routes/schedules easier to access and understand, I would definitely use it more often. A visual 
map - possibly interactive - would be particularly helpful for routes, and an app could help make 
stop times easier to identify while also providing real time updates. I think visually establishing 
stops (ie with physical structures providing shelter) would help brand the bus system while also 
making it more convenient and dignified in poor weather conditions. Priority bus lanes would 
offer the same sort of dignity to the bus system while also making it more convenient than many 
alternatives (ie driving in rush hour). Above all, the system would have to be reliable.   The 
MBTA's current charts are very difficult to navigate and confusing to interpret. I started using the 
MBTA bus in high school to get to and from school, and while it was convenient, it was very 
hard to figure out and I almost never used it to go anywhere else. While I eventually knew the 
schedule, busses were often late or early, leading to long unanticipated waits at stops. I'm not 
certain of the current routes, however I think a combination of small stops in between towns 
centers, mixed with faster more direct routes between those centers, is important in order to 
make the bus system appealing to a variety of users." — Shannon, Cambridge, MA 

"if it came more than once every hour." — Jacob, Cambridge, MA 

"they were a bit more reliable." — Nadeem, Cambridge, MA 

"came on time" — A, Cambridge, MA 

"...if the bus (83) came 2-3 times as often as it does now! Also if there were a way to pay before 
getting on the bus rather than waiting for every customer to pay while boarding" — Alexandra, 
Cambridge, MA 

"they ran more frequently. Can't wait an hour! or even a half hour. And if they ran more often on 
weekends and in the evenings." — Patricia, Cambridge, MA 

"it came more often than every 15 minutes and it didn't get stuck in traffic." — Stephanie, 
Cambridge, MA 
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"had better bus stops (more sheltered from weather and traffic)." — Jen, Cambridge, MA 

"..reliably ran on time. Even key route 77 has occasional 30 minute waits. In that time I can walk 
to my destination." — John, Cambridge, MA 

"...it got to pass the cars so I could get there faster than driving!" — Jeff, Cambridge, MA 

"1) I didn't have to change buses 2) it ran on schedule  OK to publish on website without my 
name" — Mabel, Cambridge, MA 

"it arrived more frequently/dependably." — Wayne, Cambridge, MA 

"the steps onto the weren't so steep" — Alison, Cambridge, MA 

"the 77 service was more predictable" — John, Cambridge, MA 

"they were much more reliable and frequent (especially on weekends)." — Doug, Cambridge, 
MA 

"the bus had its own lane and didnt have to wait in traffic." — Ari, Cambridge, MA 

"it ran earlier in the morning!" — John, Cambridge, MA 

"ran more often!" — Phil, Cambridge, MA 

"they weren't always so packed during rush hours. also if the stations had digital clocks showing 
the next bus arrival period, like they have in paris. here's an example: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Bus_stop_in_Paris_21-81.jpg   more 
importantly i guess, the real time trackers don't always work. i wish there were a way to make 
them more accurate." — Aarin, Cambridge, MA 

"there was a sheltered place to wait for it.  that's not always the case." — Daniel, Cambridge, 
MA 

"It ran more frequently" — James, Cambridge, MA 

"Moved faster" — Tom, Cambridge, MA 

"If I knew when the bus was actually arriving; if waiting was sheltered and more comfortable" — 
Dennis, Cambridge, MA 

"it were frequent and fast. " — James, Cambridge, MA 

"We have an efficient transportation network and system." — Francisco, Cebu, Philippines 

"it were the fastest, most reliable way to get to more places in metro Boston. I take the bus from 
Cambridge to Allston, and occasionally to Upham's Corner, but beyond that, the T, Hubway, 
Uber, and walking are all more efficient for most of the trips I want and need to make." — Jeff, 
Charlestown, MA 

"everyone could pay before boarding on busy lines like the 1 or the Silver Line. Then, everyone 
could get on the bus faster, and the bus could stay on schedule or come more often." — Alice, 
Charlestown, MA 

"the bus ran on a reliable schedule." — james, Charlestown, MA 
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"I didn't have to change buses to get where I'm going (Charlestown - Cambridge)." — Amy, 
Charlestown, MA 

"it rained more" — Michael, Cotuit, MA 

"tHE BUS DRIVERS WERE MORE FRIENDLY+ NOT SO Arrogant." — Joan, Danvers, MA 

"The robotic announcement voice was less loud and annoying. The bus schedule was more 
reliable (in rush hour weekdays and bad weather, several full buses will pass back to back 
before one is empty) The stops on my street were sheltered from weather or had a place to sit. 
The hard breaking felt less impactful on passengers; I often feel sea sick on Boston buses 
especially in Somerville but this doesn't happen as much when traveling other metro areas. " — 
Lara, Dobbs Ferry, NY 

"If I knew how long it would be until the next bus. " — Vienna, Dorchester, MA 

"It was more predictable, and the arrival times came closer to the predicted times on the various 
bus tracking apps." — Debbie, Dorchester, MA 

"I could use an easy and understandable Ãœber-type app." — Nina's, Dorchester, MA 

"If it came more often" — Blakely, Dorchester, MA 

"It ran more frequently in my neighborhood, and people were not crammed in like sardines." — 
Beverley, Dorchester, MA 

"I couldn't use my bicycle to get around." — Josh, Dorchester, MA 

"Buses ran more often. My home route-15-has a great schedule, even running as often as every 
20 minutes at night, but many of the the routes I would like to connect to at Ruggles or Dudley--
like the 8 or the 66--run much less frequently. So I'll take the 15 to the Orange line, but not 
usually to other buses." — charles, Dorchester, MA 

"my bicycle wasn't so much faster and so much more fun ;-)" — Tyler, Dorchester, MA 

"if there were poems, art and flowers on the bus!" — Lynn, Dorchester, MA 

"It ran more frequently and to more destinations. " — Becca, Dorchester, MA 

"was more reliable and easily tracked." — Kathryn, Downtown, MA 

"1. Shelters were more protective, especially in bad weather. 2. They actually ran on time and 
more frequently. If you miss a train, it's not a big deal, but if you miss a bus, you may be stuck 
waiting 60-90 minutes until another arrives. 3. Buses were more predictable, such as an 
*accurate* bus tracking app or  screens with arrival times like the trains have." — Kathryn, 
Downtown, MA 

"there were exclusive bus lanes to ensure consistent and faster travel times." — Charles, 
Downtown, MA 

"it reliably arrived on time and ran more frequently" — Mark, Downtown, MA 

"Got me across town faster. It seems all the express buses folow the radial pattern of the 
subway, and all the crossing bus lines are local routes that make 35 stops between the ends of 
their routes." — J, East Boston, MA 
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"was faster. Whether it's express routes or bus-only lanes. Right now between traffic and lights 
the buses are an incredibly slow and unreliable (I can't accurately gauge when I will arrive 
anywhere) option of last resort." — kiersten, Everett, MA 

"I cycle so I dont take the bus except in the Winter but originally I did not take the Bus as I didnt 
know that transfers to the Subway were free (well you only pay the extra) I dont know if 
transfers among busses are free and what are the restrictions but I think that it should be 
advertised more clearly so people will jump on and off freely to get to their destination. my home 
to work is served very well so really no comment, just a thought." — Eamon, Everett, MA 

"they were less crowded." — Natalia, Fenway / Kenmore, MA 

"... it connected the Riverside MBTA Station to Brandeis University and downtown Waltham via 
South St. I think there would be lots of riders for that." — Heyward, Fenway / Kenmore, MA 

"its schedules were more reliable/predictable" — Jessica, Fenway / Kenmore, MA 

"if they showed up at the predicted time (even using tracker apps!)" — Allison, Fenway / 
Kenmore, MA 

"it was reliably on time and didn't get stuck in traffic." — Barbara, Fenway / Kenmore, MA 

"it were free." — Kathy, Fenway / Kenmore, MA 

"If they were on time and clean.I would also need the employee to be more friendly and non 
confrontational. I feel that public transportation is noy convenient or safe for commuters. " — 
lovette, Franklin Township, NJ 

"Convenient and environmentally protected bus stops (rain/heat/snow) are built, plus "reliability" 
in the range of 85-95% each year and contracts with the bus drivers and all involved have long 
term binding contracts at least for 5 years.  I can take strikes once in five years or so, not every 
year asking for more money or making strikes for unreasonable demands by union or otherwise.  
The fare could be adjusted to reflect above needs with BRT for office and industrial destinations, 
including exclusive bus lanes where possible (like the Orange Line in Los Angeles)." — 
Narasimha, Fullerton, CA 

"it actually ran on the weekends" — Garth, Greenfield, MA 

"I knew it would arrive according to a published schedule and that it would take me to my 
destination in the same or less time than driving. " — Marco, Hyde Park, MA 

"I Had more time " — barbara, Hyde Park, MA 

"I take the 32 to and from Forest Hills. There is usually a crowd at the station at the evening 
rush hour - like 100 people - I've counted them. The buses do run fairly often, but they often 
bunch up so there won't be a bus for 10 minutes or so, 100 people gather, then 2 or 3 come. 
Like I said, they do run fairly often, but not enough for the number of people who need them." — 
Alice, Hyde Park, MA 

"...had a reliable connection from Boston (where I live) to Route 128 (where I work). There are 
exactly 2 outbound trips in the morning and 2 inbound in the afternoon, seemingly aimed at a 
subset of workers." — David, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"had clear schedules/ signange at bus stops that were protected from weather." — Dorothy, 
Jamaica Plain, MA 
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"weren't already fully-packed with [rude] people" — jeremy, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"did not get delayed by auto traffic, showed up on time, and wasn't packed like a sardine tin." — 
Liam, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"had its own lane of traffic" — Penny, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"were a bicycle" — Rudy, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"was more reliable. Charge drivers congestion fees and buses become a better option." — Ajay, 
Jamaica Plain, MA 

"was fast and reliable. This only works with Bus Rapid Transit. Do you guys consult with ITDP?" 
— John, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"ran in a dedicated bus-only lane. The biggest hassle with buses is that they move slower than 
general traffic (due to pickups and dropoffs). BRT would solve that." — Zak, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"ran faster and more reliably - in its own lane where possible!" — Nikhil, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"had a stop closer to my house in Jamaica Plain." — David, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"the bus schedule had more frequent times of operation (i.e every 15-20 minutes as opposed to 
every 30 minutes). " — Kelly, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"it didn't get stuck in traffic" — Robin, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"it was more apparent when they are going to come." — didthis, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"More people chose it instead of cars, thus creating less traffic for the bus to be stuck in." — 
Kevin, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"If it didn't stop every block, had its own travel lane, and was more frequent.  " — Michael, 
Jamaica Plain, MA 

"there was room for my legs" — Laura, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"it was reliable and did not take 3 times longer to get from my house to work than it does to drive 
a car." — Louise, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"bicycles didn't exist." — Rudy, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"It ran more frequently and I wasn't afraid that if I missed it that I would have to wait 30 minutes 
for the next one. " — Michelle, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"the real-time schedule (and any changes) were posted on a digital board at each, or at least 
major, bus stops. I've encountered this technology in other cities,and it's a real game changer. 
Smartphone apps/personal technology is great, but there's a wide "digital divide" between who 
can access them and who can't." — Phoebe, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"there was very little chance of a looooooong delay followed by a packed bus.  " — ralph, 
Jamaica Plain, MA 

"It ran on time.  If it didn't stop every other block, making most trips last forever.  If it didn't run in 
regular traffic, making it as slow as....regular traffic!   Especially at rush hour.  If it were quiet and 
comfortable and not ridiculously cramped, especially at rush hour.  If there was a stop 
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reasonably close to my house.  If boarding was efficient, so it didn't take forever for people to 
come aboard at busy stops.  If it was bright colors." — John, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"the bus didn't have to wait in traffic with all of the cars (many of which are only carrying 1 
person!). I would also take the bus more often if it came more frequently- especially in winter-
time when roads are slower-moving, there need to be more buses serving each route so that 
people don't have to stand in the cold for too long!" — Allison, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"I knew in real time when it came and my bike had a guaranteed ride too. " — Keihly, Jamaica 
Plain, MA 

"It was more reliable/stayed on schedule" — Jean, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"didn't take so much longer than driving!  (direct routes, frequency etc.) - I still take the bus 
frequently." — Sarah, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"1) buses didn't get stuck in car traffic 2) service was more frequent" — Ajay, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"it came more often... The 42 and the 16 busses, which come closest to my house, are both 
routes that only come once every 20 to 40 minutes.  It's usually not often enough to bother 
waiting.  " — Carl, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"I could wait for it in a warm, dry space.  I knew how soon it was coming." — Pamela, Jamaica 
Plain, MA 

"....the bus environment were a peaceful, respectful place. Behavior on the bus is generally the 
opposite, so I'd rather be alone on my bike." — jeremy, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"- it ran on time - it ran more frequently - it didn't get stuck in traffic &lt;-- THIS IS HUGE - it went 
more places (cross-neighborhood; suburban destinations; etc.)" — T., Jamaica Plain, MA 

"it were bus rapid transit, with level boarding, pre-payment, predictable intervals, and exclusive 
lanes." — Erica, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"they ran on a reliable schedule AND EVERY bus stop had adequate cover for bad weather" — 
Dorothy, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"all lines were fast, frequent and reliable." — Jeremy, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"I knew it was reliable and convenient. I would walk further for the bus stop if I knew that it was 
coming within 5 minutes, and would get me to my destination faster than just biking. Right now, I 
only take the bus when I feel like there are no other options, but if I trusted the frequency and 
travel time, I would use the bus all the time!" — Aaron, Jamaica Plain, MA 

"it ran on sundays in my town" — Mark, Lexington, MA 

"If I knew the MBTA was investing its money wisely instead of planning for privatization and 
breaking the unions- as if we were Wisconsin. Oh wait- we have a Republican for Governor. But 
I don't see much of an uproar from Dems. The conclusion must be Howard is carrying the water 
for all the boys." — Dan, Lincoln, NE 

"The bus went across instead of down to boston like the spokes on a wheel. It's like I have to 
take 2 distinct trips- one to Boston and then one out to where I want to go and it takes a huge 
amount of time." — Jean, Lynn, MA 
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"was actually at it's stops on time, if they didn't get caught in traffic, if they didn't leave before the 
time they were supposed to be at a certain stop, and if they had a real-time updates on when 
the next bus is approaching a certain stop." — Nathan, Malden, MA 

"buses ran more frequently on nights, and weekends.  (Not everybody works 9-5 Monday - 
Friday)   I would take the bus more often if there were more sheltered bus stops so I wouldn't 
have to wait outside in the wind, rain and snow while waiting for a bus.  " — David, Malden, MA 

"...if I was familiar with the schedule." — Sharon, Malden, MA 

"it ran more frequently." — Janet, Malden, MA 

"it did not get stuck in rush hour traffic. The T works better for my schedule." — Susan, Malden, 
MA 

"It wasn't so difficult getting a double stroller on the bus." — Aileen, Manchester-by-the-Sea, MA 

"there were one that came closer than a mile from my house and then closer than a mile from 
my office. But I live in the suburbs (so far) so I'm lucky the bus comes even that close!" — 
Valerie, Mansfield, MA 

"If what used to be a 1 hour Express Bus ride from Marblehead to Haymarket wasn't now 
typically 90 mins inbound and 2 hour outbound (average) commute, I would ride more often (as 
in, 5 days a week instead of a few times a month).  Express Bus into Haymarket from 
Marblehead was FAR quicker than today's "express" into Downtown Crossing, via the Airport.  It 
is exceptionally frustrating as a longtime rider on 441/2 and now 448/9 to see my commute 
increase from 2 hrs/day to 3.5 hours and far too often, even longer than that.  Meanwhile, fares 
have increased.  So, I get a much longer ride for more money.  So... yeah.  Fix that commute 
time, change the route/offer the Haymarket express, and I would ride more.  Right now, I can't 
spare that much of my life commuting 16 miles in, 16 out.  I could ride a bike faster than that, 
except I'd not last long on Rte 1A." — marblehead, Marblehead, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if the bus..." — Syed, Medford, MA 

"wifi" — Adrian, Medford, MA 

"Came more often (94) - especially during non-commuting times, evening, and weekends. I 
would love to be car-free but cannot do so in Medford." — Susan, Medford, MA 

"came on time, all the time." — Laurel, Medford, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if the bus stops were "less awful". A substantial part of the bus 
riding experience - especially if traffic or other reasons make busses late - is the experience of 
waiting for the bus. Most major bus stops are too small" — Matt, Medford, MA 

"comes more frequently, driven less violently." — Mengxin, Medford, MA 

"schedule was more accurate and MBTA provided better real-time pickup/arrival bus times. The 
bus data used by tracking apps is incomplete and not sufficient. The result is misinformation. 
Riders do not know when/if buses will arrive." — Anne, Medford, MA 

"it didn't mean sitting in traffic." — Beth, Medford, MA 

"It came more frequently and met the published schedule." — Bruce, Medford, MA 
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"It was there when I want it. I use the "Catch the Bus" app which helps to let me know how long 
a wait it will be. But sometimes if it's a short ride and the traffic is heavy, it can be quicker to 
walk. So the second answer to this is that if there were dedicated bus lanes that sped up the 
time through traffic, I would ride the bus more." — Sally, Medford, MA 

"the bus were a hubway bicycle and there were hubway stations farther out, where I live." — 
Steve, Melrose, MA 

"it wasn't stuck in traffic" — Jackie, Needham, MA 

"the buses operated closer to places I travel. I've got a ~30 minute walk to the nearest bus stop 
(and that bus primarily takes another half hour to get to a T stop)." — Ryan, Needham, MA 

"There were bus stops closer to my school in Needham. And if the bus ran more often." — 
Anne, Needham, MA 

"I didn't have to be stuck in the same traffic as cars during rush hour, which causes bunching of 
buses, delays, and unreliability." — Ankeet, Needham, MA 

"the buses ran more often and very important the buses be on schedule" — Tillyruth, New York, 
NY 

"it wasn't crammed like a sardine can." — Ray, Newton, MA 

"was more frequent and reliable." — Ellie, Newton, MA 

"it were more reliable and didn't bunch up as often." — James, Newton, MA 

"The bus was more frequent and reliable.   If the bus stops on the streets protected passengers 
from the weather -- wind, sun, rain and snow.  If the ticket machines were not so hard to use.  " 
— Ellie, Newton, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if: 1)the bus came more often and came on time. I have waited 
at the bus stop near my home, and the bus never came. Each time I have to go back home and 
get my car or miss my appointment; 2) there were routes that went across towns rather than 
from suburbs into town. Buses moving along 128 would be a big plus; 3). there were  express 
lanes for buses, like in Seattle; 4). there were buses that picked up passengers in the city (for 
example) and didn't stop until they was 10 miles out (like Newton or Framingham) and then 
continued going out of the city. I'm trying to use public transportation since it's better for the 
environment, but I need to be able to count on the buses and trains. I've been stuck downtown 
when the T collapsed, and had to pay cabs unreasonable and unaffordable amounts of money 
to get to where I need to go. The T stops for so many reasons, including rain, snow, ice, fire, 
accidents, crime at a station, and reasons we are never told." — margaret, Newton, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if it didn't take 50-100% longer than walking, and if it take 
500% longer than biking, and if there was a greater police presence so that drivers and 
passengers aren't menaced by other passengers who are involved in criminal activity and/or 
under the influence of alcohol or controlled substances. In short, the buses are too few, too 
infrequent, and they are dirty and scary places. " — Matt, Newton, MA 

"1) It didn't take so long to get the 12 miles to home (often 1 hour +) at rush hour, and 2) it was 
not so intolerably hot in winter. Why can't there be a bus only lane on the Mass Pike that moves 
commuters along more quickly  ?" — Bart, Newton, MA 

"My bike were broken. Please improve bike infrastructure. " — Doug, Newton, MA 
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"It ran more frequently and all hours of day and days of the week -- in other words if I could rely 
on it for round-trip transportation." — Naomi, Newton, MA 

"it went were I want to go." — Thomas, North End, MA 

"I knew that it would arrive on time.  " — Morgane, North End, MA 

"ran past 5pm so I could see my dad" — Pearl, North Hampton, MA 

"was reliable, stopped at the MBTA Hingham Shipyard Terminal more frequently" — sandra, 
North Weymouth, MA 

"the combined time spent waiting for the bus and sitting on the bus was guaranteed to be faster 
than walking." — James, Oxnard, CA 

"It was more obvious what the bus routes were!" — Alissa, Philadelphia, PA 

"buses came frequently enough that I didn't have to care about the bus schedule.  I want 
something that is more like a typical subway system.  Where there are fewer routes (but similar 
area of coverage) but where buses came every 5-12 minutes for the entire service duration.  It 
would invoke more transfers but they wouldn't be a big deal because they wouldn't need to be 
carefully timed." — jim, Pittsburgh, PA 

"it ran between 8:50 am and 2:43 pm and between round 7:00 pm and 7:00 am the next 
morning.  In other words, if it ran more frequently." — Fay, Quincy, MA 

"didn't make me wait in the cold weather." — Tom, Revere, MA 

"it were more reliable (on time) I had a seat more often" — Allison, Roslindale, MA 

"there was an express bus lane on American Legion Hwy/Parkway and Morton St. in Boston." 
— Lisa, Roslindale, MA 

"it went to my place of business. I live in Roslindale and work in Wells Avenue Office Park in 
Newton." — Tina, Roslindale, MA 

"It wasn't so slow and over-crowded" — Josh, Roslindale, MA 

" a forest hills station accessible bus stopped closer to my block on the American Legion 
"Parkway" with a better route system and frequency. I lived in Portland Oregon for a few years 
and their system was effective with many routes available for the working class who lived in the 
outskirts of the city.  Until then, I'll ride my bicycle. " — James, Roslindale, MA 

"it came more often" — Vanessa, Roslindale, MA 

"it came more often on weekends, evenings if the last quarter mile into Forest Hills from 
Roslindale didnt take nearly as long in the mornings as the mile before that (this does seem to 
be improving!) if there was not the risk on the way home that I would be waiting around for 15-
20 minutes at Forest Hills with no buses at all headed to my route if there was a route that went 
in some reasonable directness from Roslindale to Coolidge Corner if the buses weren't so 
crowded if the temperature on the buses was set to accommodate the fact that people in winter 
are wearing coats and hats and don't need full blast heat" — Samuel, Roslindale, MA 

"There were less stops. Metropolitan ave on the 50 route has 4 stops in less than a half mile 
stretch" — Giovanni, Roslindale, MA 
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"it weren't a consistently horrible experience. My wife and I take the 32 bus to and from the 
Orange Line at Forest Hills and are amazed often at how poorly this line is run. I've made 
several complaints to the MBTA but they have let me know that they have no intention of 
making any changes. They blame budget constraints but much of what is disturbing is the lack 
of common sense in how the line is run. Example: four busses hurrying to Forest Hills one after 
the other, none picking anyone up. None pausing at a stop for even 1 minute. It's as though the 
drivers get paid by the mile. Then no bus for 20 minutes, at rush hour of course... I could write 
endlessly about our experiences but no one would believe me unless they have used this bus 
line. I'm sure that one day the service will simply end without a word and no one at the MBTA 
will address why the line stopped running or answer any questions, or perhaps even 
acknowledge that the line existed at some point. If you're thinking of relying on the 32 bus, I 
recommend an immediate psychiatric intervention." — David, Roslindale, MA 

"I could rely on it to come at the times I need it, and to take me to the places I need to go 
without having to combine it with several other modes of transportation. " — Ily, Roslindale, MA 

"the bus stops were snow shoveled in the winter so that we did not need to walk and then stand 
in the street to catch a bus. Apparently, no one, the MBTA, the City of Boston, nor the abutting 
property owners are responsible for that task except at  the major transportation hubs. " — Rick, 
Roslindale, MA 

"#32 bus from Forest hills needs to arrive on schedule and more frequently between 9am and 
5pm." — Mary, Roslindale, MA 

"sleep more." — Joe, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"the bus had it's own lane, or a lane shared with taxis and cyclists, removed from general 
traffic." — Paul, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"there was a bus every 10 minutes. " — Kelsey, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"it wasn't so slow because it's stuck in car traffic." — Andrew, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"I knew when it was coming. " — Cindy, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"it could get me to work on time" — Michael, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"most buses had a dedicated bus lane that got them through traffic quicker and provide a large 
safe lane for cyclists.  The Silver Line on Washington Street should be replicated for the #1, the 
#39, #66 and other major routes." — Gary, Roxbury Crossing, MA 

"could skip traffic lights, got its own dedicated lane, and was faster than driving (at least during 
rush hour)" — Eric, Roxbury, MA 

"were cleaner, newer, and quieter, and if I rarely had to wait more than about 5 minutes for it to 
arrive." — Eric, Roxbury, MA 

"if it ran more often and had fewer delays." — John, Roxbury, MA 

"Had more accountability! I see drivers doing awful awful things in traffic all the time. Things that 
are dangerous to pedestrians and people on bikes. I wish there was some way to hold bus 
drivers accountable for crummy driving : (" — Lee, Roxbury, MA 

"it came on time, came more frequently, didn't stop service so early (8 PM?! really?). I take the 
bus often, but usually it's for leisure purposes, so it's not a huge deal when it's late (I take rapid 
transit to work every day and that's pretty reliable, usually never more than a 15 - 30 min delay, 
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whereas sometimes the wait for a bus has been so astronomically long that I could get to my 
destination faster if I walked)." — Laura, Roxbury, MA 

"it ran more often. 40 minute head times are useless." — Jason, Saint Louis, MO 

"it went where I need to go at the approximate time I need to go (which varies)" — Carolyn, 
Salem, MA 

"it were  a train." — Jason, San Francisco, CA 

"IT WAS FASTER.. AND MORE RELIABLE" — Rosa, Scituate, MA 

"didn't stop at Every Single Block." — Albert, Somerville, MA 

"were more reliable and easier to use (phone app that shows EXACT bus stop locations)" — 
Cheri, Somerville, MA 

"Came more often, has pleasant bus stops, and went nearer to where I work." — Chris, 
Somerville, MA 

"... if I didn't have to wait 20 minutes for the next one." — Eric, Somerville, MA 

"Ran more frequently in the middle of the day. Can't wait a half hour at Porter. I'd also add 
"didn't stop every twenty feet. There should be a faster bus- maybe stopping Porter, Conway 
Park, Union, Lechmere- to move people along faster." — Joanna, Somerville, MA 

"didn't slow down to a crawl in rush hour traffic." — Lucas, Somerville, MA 

"if it was faster than driving or biking" — Marcy, Somerville, MA 

"...had lighted bus shelters so that weather and night time waiting wouldn't be a worry." — Mary, 
Somerville, MA 

"was truly understood in terms of its value to the community wherein we invested in 
infrastructure like rain shelters, benches etc. at ALL stops (cities rocking public transit do this 
and we should too)." — Michael, Somerville, MA 

"if it was higher frequency, so I could just stand and wait instead of having to check a complex 
schedule" — Sara, Somerville, MA 

"if the bus were faster and more on schedule. Most of the time I can beat the bus with my 
bike...." — Sheila, Somerville, MA 

"Actually I already take the bus often because it's on time, just 5 mins walk from my door, takes 
me to the T stop & cheap (cf London!). I'd take it more often at weekends if the timing of 
transition from bus->T or T->bus was more predictable & shorter." — Simon, Somerville, MA 

"came more often and the schedule was actually reliable and accurate" — Steve, Somerville, 
MA 

"...ran more often. (And ran on electricity or at last CNG)" — Dan, Somerville, MA 

"Were more dependable and came more frequently and had room for strollers even at rush 
hour." — Ona, Somerville, MA 

"Ran past 6:30pm (CT2)" — Stefanie, Somerville, MA 
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"increased schedule frequency (especially at night + on weekends) and had better schedule 
adherence" — Karen, Somerville, MA 

"ran more frequently in Somerville" — Michelle, Somerville, MA 

"...it came more frequently (at least every 10-20 minutes) and on time! " — Julia, Somerville, MA 

"I WOULD TAKE THE BUS MORE OFTEN IF...  ... it was reliable-- if came on time!  (Or in the 
case of the #90 , if it actually showed up.)   ... it ran more often.  ... the #85 ran at night and on 
weekends. (I have given the T feedback on this issue many times. Not expanding the #85 
schedule is a missed opportunity . Has anyone in the T's scheduling department has actually 
visited Kendall Sq in the past 20 years?) " — Karen, Somerville, MA 

"I knew I would never have to wait more than 10 minutes for one" — Charlie, Somerville, MA 

"It were faster than taking my bike." — Sheila, Somerville, MA 

"The bus network were redesigned according to the key principles espoused by Jarrett walker of 
the humantransit.org blog.  I could then  take advantage of a reasonably high frequency 
interconnected bus network any day of the week to go to many different parts of the city. This 
would mean I  could really leverage the bus network to get from Davis square to revere or 
Jamaica Plain without having to go all the way into boston to switch trains a couple times.  More 
importantly, I could live further from the subway and pay less rent!" — Scott, Somerville, MA 

"It was quicker than walking or cycling..." — Matthew, Somerville, MA 

"rush hour headways were a maximum of 15 minutes. " — Brad, Somerville, MA 

"It didn't get stuck in traffic so much." — Lucas, Somerville, MA 

"If they were more frequent." — Brian, Somerville, MA 

"parking wasn't so cheap everywhere." — Joseph, Somerville, MA 

"was reliably on time" — Alyson, Somerville, MA 

"Didn't have to stop so frequently." — Beth, Somerville, MA 

"was on time. I have twice in the past month arrived over an hour late for an evening event 
because the bus just never showed up. Finally I took a hubway." — Darrah, Somerville, MA 

"came more often" — Denise, Somerville, MA 

"would actually stop for me at the stop closest to my house. By the time it gets to me, it's always 
too full to stop." — Gabrielle, Somerville, MA 

"it came more often, more consistently, and at more regular intervals" — Jon, Somerville, MA 

"...weren't stuck in traffic so often. But I like the buses, take them often, and use on-line trackers 
to know when they're coming." — Kathleen, Somerville, MA 

"ran more often on the weekends!" — London, Somerville, MA 

"came more frequently. Headways more equal to subway headways!" — Rachel, Somerville, 
MA 
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"came reliably every five minutes." — Robin, Somerville, MA 

"Bus-only lanes & signal priority" — Ben, Somerville, MA 

"Would come when the schedule said it was going to come, rather than consistently vanishing 
off of all of my phone apps and stranding me in random parts of Boston." — Beth, Somerville, 
MA 

"It ran more often" — Jim, Somerville, MA 

"Were faster and more reliably timed with dedicated bus lanes and signal priority. (And cleaner 
wouldn't hurt)" — Katharyn, Somerville, MA 

"had signal priority, elements of BRT, improved frequency, or extended hours. I already take the 
bus a lot, though." — Eric, Somerville, MA 

"came more frequently (10 min mid-day)" — Michelle, Somerville, MA 

"it were scheduled more frequently" — Ron, Somerville, MA 

"my bike weren't so damn convenient!" — Jonah, Somerville, MA 

"the drivers were not scary.  As a cyclist, I fear for other cyclists watching how the drivers 
behave on the roads." — Cat, Somerville, MA 

"If it wasn't so darn cold waiting for the bus 5 to 7 months out of the year. Shelter me! 
Alternatively/additionally, a reliable bus times app would be wonderful.  Just to pile on, it would 
be super cool if the bus had its own lane and didn't wait in traffic." — Tom, Somerville, MA 

"Google maps accurately integrated with MBTA data. Other apps do this well! The biggest 
advantage with Google maps is that it tells me about bus routes I'm not familiar with. If I can get 
reliable scheduling on top of that, everyone wins." — Michael, Somerville, MA 

"It didn't sit in the same traffic as everyone else in their cars." — Jay, Somerville, MA 

"the buses were on time (I could rely on them) it would be more space to take a stroller on it 
without being a nuisance to my follow bus riders buses had their own bus line, so they would 
travel faster and more convenient than the cars, as they wouldn't be sitting in traffic  (See many 
European cities as an example)" — Mariska, Somerville, MA 

"If it wasn't so inexpensive and easy to find parking at home, which is right along not one but 
two bus routes that take me to work. " — Matt, Somerville, MA 

"It were frequent enough to just walk up, it ran faster than car traffic at rush hour, and drivers 
operated the buses more smoothly." — Alexander, Somerville, MA 

"They were more frequent (the 87 in Somerville runs every 20 minutes during rush hour, on a 
sunday it is once an hour I think). They were on schedule, the 87, 88, 80 as examples are 
terrible. If buses run on average say 75 percent on time (I think the number is lower by far) 
anyone using two buses to make it to an appointment work etc has a 50 percent chance of 
arriving on schedule.  There was a way to address the two problems better." — Bryan, 
Somerville, MA 

"it came more  frequently and didn't get stuck in traffic." — Rachel, Somerville, MA 
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"Some kind of priority along busier roadways (queue jump lanes, signal priority). When buses 
bunch up it's no fun for anyone." — Mike, Somerville, MA 

"had a route that went to Copley Square. I take the Orange Line, and often 3 trains pass me 
before I can squeeze onto one." — cat, Somerville, MA 

"were on time, didn't have so many stops (i can see two bus stops usually from the one I'm 
standing at), took credit cards." — Leilani, Somerville, MA 

"It ran more frequently (every 10-20 min) and was on time.  It would also be nice if all the 
busses were the stroller friendly type, but the lateness and infrequent times are the main reason 
I don't ride." — Emily, Somerville, MA 

"Busses had a dedicated lane so they could get around traffic. Traffic made up of one person in 
one car should not have the same priority as a bus filled with commuters. " — Baylor, 
Somerville, MA 

"The cross town routes were more frequent." — Elizabeth, Somerville, MA 

"Free fast wifi, on demand bus service (like crowd sourced uber), more comfortable seats, the 
bus didn't accelerate/brake so fast (people fall over all the time!), people could pay before they 
get on the bus and take too long" — Mike, Somerville, MA 

"If the outbound 7 bus wasn't too full to stop between South Station and East 1st St in the 
evening. How about an express that runs from Otis & South Station, and a Local that can pick 
up in the Seaport/WTC?" — Greg, South Boston, MA 

"Came more often, especially weekends" — jon, South Boston, MA 

"Wasn't stuck in the same traffic as all of the other cars. there is no incentive to choose a bus 
over a personal car." — jon, South Boston, MA 

"Sometimes I want to take the bus, just so I can politely tell the driver to be careful around 
cyclists!" — jon, South Boston, MA 

"Wasn't stuck in the same traffic as all of the other cars. there is no incentive to choose a bus 
over a personal car" — jon, South Boston, MA 

"Did not quickly accelerate and apply brakes so often. The seats are slippery and I can't hold 
on." — Jude, South Boston, MA 

"the busses were separated from traffic and did not get stuck in the same traffic as every other 
vehicle." — Sarah, South Boston, MA 

"It went to more areas " — Maryann, South Boston, MA 

"If they were more dependable" — Louise, South Boston, MA 

"...it showed up on time. ..it would take me from telegraph hill to the Seaport." — Laura, South 
Boston, MA 

"Went to my work without transfer! (Mass ave station to pleasant st station)" — Elize, South 
End, MA 

"It was faster than riding my bike. And if it adhered to real time table." — Cynthia, South End, 
MA 
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"it was on the schedule" — Janet, South End, MA 

"The silver line could get out of the south station area (toward  Dudley) faster than the 20 
minutes it takes at rush hour." — Jerry, South End, MA 

"the bus gets me to places faster than biking or driving or other modes of transportation. If the 
bus comes more frequently and is more budget friendly. " — Michelle, South End, MA 

"it was faster and more reliable than my bicycle or walking." — Cynthia, South End, MA 

"We're dreaming, right?  here goes:  (1)it came every 15 minutes, 24x7 -- much more frequently 
on rush hours; and (2) if all major roads had dedicated bus lanes and if cars on major were 
shunted to a single side lane while busses* and CYCLETRAC bike-lanes* held the largest share 
of the  roads (*These are  truly "public" transit - usable by all, as opposed to the "private" transit 
a car provides); and  (3) if even one of my 3 Apps on my Apple 5c could accurately provide real-
time data on where it was exactyl, and when it was coming next.     I actually prefer the bus to 
the train, BUT- just to be clear-  I'll always  prefer my bike to any other mode of transit...    " — 
kathleen, South End, MA 

"the #1 wasn't so jam packed" — Jessi, South End, MA 

"my other options were not more appealing." — Peter, Stoneham, MA 

"...if the MBTA could be counted on to get passengers to their destinations on time. " — Cindy, 
Stoneham, MA 

"... I couldn't ride my bike" — steve, Swampscott, MA 

"It went where I wanted to go, the frequency was good, and the routes and schedules/frequency 
were easier to figure out.  Mostly, I associate the bus with people standing forlornly on the 
street, looking longlingly in the direction the bus they're waiting for should be coming from.  " — 
Bobbie, Waban, MA 

"it could compete speed-wise with rail." — David, Wakefield, MA 

"THERE WERE BUSINES RUNNING CLOSER TO MY HOUSE. I'd LOVE a subway line. And if 
the busses had a shelter, at the bus stop. Standing around in the rain waiting for the bus just 
doesn't cut it." — joyce, Waltham, MA 

"it was more frequent and reliable, and serviced more places in the suburbs of Boston" — 
Narendra, Watertown, MA 

"...it were there. Why isn't it there? Doesn't run often enough, is often late, there's often two 
buses playing chase down the street... These issues are fixable, and the T has told us in 
meetings they can fix them, are going to fix them, as soon as.... Now Charlie Baker wants to 
privatize the two buses I use. Not enough people ride the 504? Combine it with the 502. They 
already do this during the day. Cut if off during the day - we can take the 57 to Newton Corner 
or walk. If the 57 is running, and the other 50X buses don't get cut. Not enough people on the 
70/70A? Make it more efficient by breaking it into a Cambridge to Waltham bus plus a Waltham 
loop, and reducing the number of stops. The T already has this plan, but hasn't implemented it. 
There are already answers. Use them!" — Rebecca, Watertown, MA 

"there were dedicated bus lanes on the Mass Pike and also on town and city streets. Why 
should people on a bus be punished by having to sit in traffic as if they were in a car? A bus 
carrying 20+ people should take precedence over a car or a truck containing one or two 
people." — Katherine, Watertown, MA 
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"There were bus lanes that allocated road space fairlyâ€”so that the use of our public (!) rights 
of way is shared evenly amongst *people*, not vehicles." — Benjamin, Watertown, MA 

"The MBTA service was more reliable and there were dedicated lanes for bus traffic. The 
biggest problem with local buses is that they are slowed down by other traffic and the timing on 
bus arrivals and departures can be erratic. I want a predictable bus schedule that i can rely on 
everyday." — Jeremy, Watertown, MA 

"It came more often" — Ethan, Watertown, MA 

"I would take the bus more often if I left campus more. But other than that, I would take the bus 
if it were more reliable. " — Samantha, Wellesley, MA 

"it wasn't stuck in the same traffic as cars!" — amber, West End, MA 

"the bus bypassed other street traffic." — Casey, West End, MA 

"it came when it was scheduled to, and it came more often. Coming every half hour and not 
being dependable at that means that every trip is chancy. If I have to get somewhere for a 
particular time, I generally take a bus scheduled well before I need to get there, in case that one 
doesn't come. " — Tracy, Worcester, MA 

"It was more convenient." — Gerald, Worcester, MA 

"1. the hourly bus doesn't come 30 minutes late, forcing me to be late to work or be paranoid 
and be up to an hour early 2. there were more frequent buses, I know, that requires more 
buses/more drivers and that requires funding, but infrequent buses won't generate as much 
revenue if they are so unreliable 3. more locations are accessible to buses (see above) 4. bus 
stations are as safer (I am a lone, skinny girl frequently needing to travel to and from when it is 
dark...I'm a doctor in training and sometimes I don't have the luxury to leave work when it is light 
outside or arrive to work before the crack of dawn) 5. bus stations are protected from the 
elements (less important than safety but might go well with #4) 6. there is a reliable, live app 
telling us where the bus is/ when it is arriving 7. there are more convenient tools to help with 
traveling (Google maps is amazing and has achieved 90% of this but it is not the most accurate 
with the local transportation routes and schedules) 8. more everyday people take the bus 
instead of just the indigent" — Fei, Worcester, MA 

"... the bus came reliably on time. ... the bus didn't get stuck in traffic. ... the windows were open 
and driver's didn't blast the heat ... it weren't so crowded at rush hours. ... it weren't so difficult to 
push through other riders to reach the door at my stop. ...it were more the the tramway 
Strasbourg, France." — Marc 

"...we used infrastructure or technology to give buses priority over single-occupant traffic. The 
current transportation system rewards wasteful choices (driving a car alone) and disincentivizes 
sustainable choices (riding a bus with others). When I see a bus with 50 people on it get cut off 
by a solo driver, I feel angry and embarrassed about our transportation priorities." — Josh 

"It had dedicated lanes on major streets" — Joseph 

"it waited a scheduled points in the middle of routes & it was there when the schefules say so." 
— Leonard 

"it had free WiFi. " — Sheldon 
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"they were on time, they avoided traffic delays, they were less crowded (more frequent services 
to avoid overcrowding and skipping stops during peak times), they have smaller fleets during 
really slow times to avoid inefficient use of fuel etc." — Lisa 

"it came more often" — Tom 

"If it was a train! What is this emphasis on buses?" — John 

"there were a bus for me to take." — A 

"there was a dedicated lane for buses to avoid traffic.  " — Roger 

"I didn't have to worry about being robbed, stabbed or shot. Especially on the Orange line., 
where 2 people have been killed  and one older woman slashed on the bus and a gunfight at 
forest hills T all in the last month. Someone tried to take my iPhone at Ruggles T, then a young 
man was shot and killed on a bus leaving Ruggles that same night. There is a serious problem 
with safety on public transportation. " — Eric 

"It were a rail vehicle. " — Franklyn 

"The schedule was reliable, there were more frequent buses, there was a built-in notification 
system at the stops (Like for the subway) saying when the next bus is coming." — Andrea 

"if I knew it would come on time. I don't have a smart phone to check for any live time changes. 
There are often a lot of #1 buses clustered together, which seems wasteful." — laura 

"There were more routes, it were faster, RELIABLE and more convenient than driving. price is 
also an issue. I am used to public trans in Germany where it is simply easier , cheaper and 
makes more sense to take a bus, trolley or train  than to drive! " — Susan 

"it were more reliable on weekends and evenings" — Scott 

"It wasn't always so crowded.  It wasn't plagued by the "banana" bus problem:  you wait 20 
minutes for a bus and then a bunch of them show up all at the same, one right behind the 
other." — Michaela 

"It had its own dedicated lane and thus wasn't subject to traffic congestion " — Andrea 

"WE had a quality transit system. This would include on time service, cleaner buses, and 
friendlier bus drivers who understand that they have to  be more vocal when: (it comes to telling 
other passenger to leave seats available for: the elderly disabled, and carriages). In times as 
such as these, we all have to learn to be more sensitive to the needs of others. In addition, we 
have to hold each other accountable, and ask legislators to step up to the plate and do their 
jobs, that is to serve protect and to enforce laws. To make our transit system a quality transit 
system, that is safer, easily accessible, and a transit system that everyone is willing and able to 
ride and be proud of. Thank you very much for all that you are doing, and for allowing transit 
and not transit rider to have a voice." — Gwendolyn 

"It was reliable, more frequent, sheltered stops" — Penny 

"it actually came and arrived on time! Bad traffic can happen, sure, but it's not that hard to take 
account of it in the bus schedule." — Hitomi 

"The buses came more often." — Connie 
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"There was a dedicated bus lane during peak hours on the Turnpike Extension  (inside Route 
128) " — Jerome 

"there was a warm and dry place to wait" — Sarah 

"Hard to take the bus any more than I do.  I take it everywhere that's too far to ride a bike and is 
not covered by the subway." — Matthew 

"I was assured Frank Oglesby’s voice made the stop announcements!" — Frank 

"I take the 39 bus happily, I wish it went closer to the Boston  Common. The driver's are very 
accommodating to an old lady with two canes." — Marion 

"there were more frequent service between Brookline Village to Harvard Square." — Katherine 

"It came more frequently. If it were faster. If it were more convenient to my house and where I'm 
going - no transfers or long walks. It would be great if the driver didn't have to hold the bus while 
someone was trying to pay." — Chantal 

"if the problem of double and triple buses on Rt#1 could be solved" — Suzanne 

"A *reliable* schedule with high frequency, which probably really means less traffic..." — Cait 

"more reliability! separated bus lanes with signal priority! more frequency!" — David 

"bus stops should be on far side of traffic lights when possible to keep moving. Eliminate paper 
tkts at fare box" — PJR. 

"Better signage at stops, telling exactly which routes stop there including directions. Ideally also 
arrival time predictions" — Kelly 

"It costs $30 a year to park at home in Somerville and just $1.25 an hour near work in Boston. 
Why would I ever take the bus?" — Matt 

"my bikes were all stolen" — Andy 

"it went where and when I wanted, and was fare-free" — Don 

"they were as reliable as my bike(s)" — Angie 

"the schedule was truly reliable." — Romaine 

"...they could drop me off at the completed Grand Junction Path" — Friends of the Grand 
Junction Path 

"They came to my house" — Lisa 

"If they stopped in my neighborhood (within a 3/4 mile walk) and ran in daytime (not just 
morning and evening)." — Madeleine 

"I could count on it." — Kristin 

"they played relaxing/ambient music on them! #DreamBus" — David 


